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1 Introduction

Large data centers in 2008 contained tens of thousands of networked computers with large bandwidth
demands. Data center network architects wanted to build networks that could be cost effective,
scalable, and deliver the necessary bandwidth at scale. One of the network topologies that was
proposed to facilitate high bandwidth usage is full-bisection bandwidth fat-tree topology. This is a
special instance of a Clos topology that relies on interconnecting smaller commodity switches in a
core-aggregate-edge hierarchy. The paper by Al-Fares M. et al. describes the Fat-Tree further:

"There are k pods, each containing two layers of k/2 switches. Each k-port switch
in the lower layer is directly connected to k/2 hosts. Each of the remaining k/2
ports is connected to k/2 of the k ports in the aggregation layer of the hierarchy.
There are (k/2)2 k-port core switches. Each core switch has one port connected
to each of k pods. The i th port of any core switch is connected to pod i such that
consecutive ports in the aggregation layer of each pod switch are connected to core
switches on (k/2) strides. In general, a fat-tree built with k-port switches supports
k3/4 hosts." [1]

2 Related work

Our work is a reproduction related to the paper "A Scalable, Commodity Data Center Network
Architecture" by Al-Fares M. et al. [1]. This paper was seminal in the establishment of large scale
Clos network architecture as the dominant Data Center network architecture used in large scale
production networks. Our paper is a precursor to the paper by Singla A. et al. "Jellyfish: Networking
Data Centers Randomly" [2] which was reproduced previously on the Reproducing Networking
Research Blog.

3 Experiment

3.1 Figure 2

The results we chose to reproduce from this paper were Figure 2 and Table 3, both figures with
implications beyond the specific testbed used in this paper. Figure 2 depicts the cost estimate of
traditional three tiered tree architectures at different over-subscription levels and the proposed Fat-tree
architecture.
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Figure 2: Current cost estimate vs. maximum possible number of hosts for different oversubscription
ratios [1]

This figure has three plots representing the estimated total cost based on host count for a network with
1:1 oversubscription, 3:1 oversubscription, and 7:1 oversubscription along with a 1:1 oversubscription
Fat-tree architecture. Additionally, the paper assumes $7000 cost for each 48-port GigE switch at the
edge and $700,000 for 128-port 10 GigE switches in the aggregation and core layers. No cabling
costs are included.

For this replication, we decided the best approach was to estimate a network model based on the
information provided in the paper and try to match a derived cost estimation function to the figure as
closely as possible.

4 Results

4.1 Figure 2

We were able to adequately reproduce this figure by estimating the modeling of each of the networks
and calculating a host to cost function for each of the networks based on the oversubscription.
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Figure 2 Replication: Current cost estimate vs. maximum possible number of hosts for different
oversubscription ratios [1]

The functions used to plot each of those are as follows.

Fat-Tree: Cost can be modeled as follows:

cost(k) = 3000 · (core_switches(k) + (edge_switches(k) + aggregate_switches(k)))
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Where k is the number of ports per switch and each the number of hosts can be derived as follows:

host(k) =
k3

4

1:1: Cost can be modeled as follows:

cost(h) = 700000 · (core(h) + aggregate(h)) + 7000 · edge(h)

Where h is the number of hosts and core(h), aggregate(h), edge(h) represent the number of
switches at each of those respective layers. These functions are as follows:

edge(h) = dh/40e
aggregate(h) = dh/640e
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core(h) = dh/1280e

3:1 and 7:1: Cost can be modeled as follows:

cost(h) = 700000 · (core(h) + aggregate(h)) + 7000 · edge(h)

Where h is the number of hosts and core(h), aggregate(h), edge(h) represent the number of
switches at each of those respective layers. These functions are as follows:

edge(h) = d h
48
e

core(h) = d h

1280r
e

aggregate(h) = d 2h

10(128− core(h))
e

4.2 Table 3

5 Discussion

5.1 Figure 2

The first thing we note is that the price per switch for a Fat-tree seems to be $3000 in our replication
instead of the assumed $7000. We think this difference in calculated cost, by a factor of 7/3,

Additional analysis of the cost function of traditional hierarchical architectures seems to indicate
that ... If we look at the original Figure 2, we can see there is a kink in these curves at about the
5000 host mark. We suspect this is because the original paper models the architecture in such a way
that networks smaller than 5000 hosts are all built on cheaper 48-port GigE switches at the core and
aggregate layers, and only introduce the more expensive 128-port GigE switches when necessary at
larger network sizes.

5.2 Table 3

We additionally derive and extend the results of table 3. Part of the significant gain of Fat-trees is
their static nature and multiple shortest paths between nodes. While storing all pairs shortest paths
would be incredibly memory intensive, because of the static structure of Fat-trees it is possible to
quickly compute shortest paths. For each core switch, there is precisely one path between servers in
different pods that goes through that core switch. Similar calculations can be done for intrapod traffic,
but we focused on the interpod traffic. This is quickly computable and gives the paper’s method for
flow placement by linearly scanning through the core nodes, computing the shortest path through that
core node, and checking if the links are at capacity. Once a path that is not at capacity is found, the
scheduler marks the links used as at capacity, and switches are given this routing information for this
flow. This gives rise to the following table.

k Hosts Avg Time / Req (µs) Link-State Memory Flow-State Memory
4 16 9.75 64 B 4 KB
16 1024 157.66 4 KB 205 KB
24 3,456 366.16 14 KB 691 KB
32 8,192 693.35 33 KB 1.64 MB
48 27,648 1186.9 111 KB 5.53 MB
64 65,536 23.75 256 KB 13.1 MB
80 128,000 29.63 500 KB 25.6 MB
96 221,184 21.25 864 KB 44.2 MB

Our simulation in python is slower at scale than the original paper, but demonstrates the same trend,
until much higher port ranges. Their paper did not describe ports 64 and up, most likely due to the
prohibitive cost of switches in these port sizes. Two 48-port switches tend to be significantly cheaper
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than a single 64-port switch, and this expense trend continues with higher port counts. We suspect a
caching alignment occurs at higher switching counts to give the reductions seen, but do not preclude
algorithmic error at those scales. A follow up could be to explore this more deeply.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Our results have confirmed that Fat-Tree architecture is more cost effective than traditionally oversub-
scribed 3 tier hierarchical architectures.

For future work, we think further replication on modern testbeds may provide additional insight
regarding the cost and performance of Fat-Tree architecture today.

Code used in this replication can be found at https://github.com/jonli123/cs244-fat-t
ree-replication.
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